“It makes phone calls too.”
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When the iPhone is locked

Receiving a call
When the iPhone is unlocked

A tour of the phone app

- Favorites
- Recents
- Contacts
- Keypad
- Voicemail

Placing a call
Conferencing
Handoff to iPad and Macs
Setting up Handoff

Turn on Settings/General/Handoff on each device

Make sure all devices are on the same network

Make sure all devices are using the same Apple ID

On the iPhone turn on all desired devices in Settings/Phone/Calls on Other Devices

On each of the “other” devices turn on Calls from iPhone in Settings/FaceTime

Blocking Calls
Do Not Disturb

Settings

BOB NEWCOMB
Apple ID, iCloud, iTunes & App Store

Airplane Mode
Wi-Fi
Bluetooth
Cellular
VPN
Notifications
Do Not Disturb

Do Not Disturb

When Do Not Disturb is enabled, calls and alerts that arrive while locked will be silenced, and a moon icon will appear in the status bar.

Scheduled

From 10:00 PM
To 7:00 AM

Silence:
Always

While iPhone is locked
Incoming calls and notifications will be silenced while iPhone is either locked or unlocked.

Phone

Do Not Disturb While Driving

Activate

Limit notifications while driving. Incoming calls will be allowed when iPhone is connected to a hands-free accessory. Learn More...

Auto-Reply

Your Favorites will receive this message when they test you, and may break through Do Not Disturb by sending "urgent" as an additional message.
Adding people to contacts from the iPhone

FaceTime
Facetime

Demos

Call from app - Video & Audio
Call from Contacts - Video & Audio

When you answer the call......

If what you see is not presentable, don’t accept the call.

You can’t change it to audio only!